The Arizona Launching Delegation At The White House

This is the first picture to be received in Arizona of the delegation that went from Arizona to the launching of the new battleship Arizona at the Brooklyn Navy Yard. Among those who appear in the picture are the President, Secretary Joseph Daniels, Governor Hunt, Senator Hahn, Miss Esther Ross, Mrs. Ross, Mrs. Edith Ross, Miss Helen Reding, Col. C. W. Morris, Senator B. H. Hay, Sen. E. C. Clark, Mr. Morgan, Lessley W. Horner and Patrick Graham. The picture was taken during the course of the reception by the president of the country from Arizona.

TO OUST VILLA AND NAME TAGLE TO PRESIDENCY

Reported New Mexican Program Involving Election of Villa and a Coalition With His Chief Lieuten-ant, Angeles

ARE GATHERING AT EL PASO

Sensational Statement Made by Edmundo Herrera, Former Villa Commander, in Connection With Indians Gets Attention

DEPARTURE FROM SAN ANTONIO

With his death near, Villa prepared to leave for El Paso.

Excite On The State of the Movement

A large crowd gathered at the jail where Villa was held.

THE DEATH SCENE

Reconstruction in Court Room

Illsicki crowd gathered at the scene of the death of Villa.

PORTERS ON PRESIDENT'S CAR

Turn To Fighting Five

Some members of the president's car guard were involved in a fight.

AIR MILITARY ANGLES

For the first time, a military band is to be employed.

TROOPS STAND GUARD AT HOME OF GOVERNOR WHO SAVED FRANK

Guarded on the night near the mansion.

MID MEXICO

Terror in the State of Guanajuato.

ARGUMENTS END IN WESTERN RATE ADVANCE CASES

Arguments in the case of the Western Rate were heard.

NEW SUPERIOR COURT LAW

Has Not Been Attacked

A new superior court law has not been attacked.

YOUNG FORGER ADMITS GUILT AND PLEADS FOR LONG TERM

A young forger admits guilt and pleads for a long term.

SESSION'S END WAS IN SIGHT

DISAPPEARED

The session of the legislature was in sight.

WAR RIDDEN MEXICO IS THREATENED WITH NEW MILITARY MOVEMENT

War ridden Mexico is threatened with a new military movement.

IMPORTERS ASK THAT EMBARGO BE MODIFIED

Importers ask that the embargo be modified.

BATTLE OF ODESTER IS CONTINUING WITH NO DECISIVE RESULT

The battle of Oderstein is continuing with no decisive result.

Clyde M. Candy Is Successor to Franklyman

Clyde M. Candy is successor to Franklyman.

Charges Avoided

Charges were avoided.

RESTA VICTOR

In 500-Miler 89 Mile Hours

Resta Victor wins the 500-miler at 89 miles per hour.

CAR LEAVES TYPHUS PATIENTS ARE MURDERED

Car leaves typus, patients are murdered.

THUNDER BOUND SPEAKS OF DANGEROUS SITUATION

Thunder Bound speaks of the dangerous situation.

APPEAL MADE TO GRANT MILITARY ANGELS

An appeal is made to grant military angels.

THE DEATH SCENE

Is reconstructed in court room.

LERNER'S "A]\D JIM" IS IN THEATERS

Lerner's "A" and Jim is in the theaters.

STEREOLOGY HANDS OUT POSITIONS

Stereoology hands out positions.

WIND WAS STRONG AT GOLDEN HILL

Wind was strong at Golden Hill.

WEATHER TODAY

The weather today.
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